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“A few things come from Kansa City ...jazz, BBQ and 

now Attic Light... There's more to this band than energiz-

ing fusion of rock-n-roll with funk and more… Sexiness 

...it's an art form and very essential when trying to pro-

mote your band's stage presence to a new audience. Na-

than exceeded the legal limit of sexiness throughout the 

entire Attic Light set. Within a heartbeat, the temperature 

just went up a notch or two and it was merely just the 

first song!” 

SouthSide On The Town –Chicago 
 

 
 

Attic Light is known for their vigorous and eccentric live performances which have made the band a distinct presence in 

the Midwest. After the release of their self-produced debut EP, Different Shades of Black, the band spent months touring 

the Midwest, performing and appearing at many prominent venues, regional radio stations, television programs, and 

publications.  Their new record, The EXILE EP (featuring the single “Whiskey Love”) is available now at online stores 

and streaming services.  In collaboration with Nashville based AGD Entertainment, Attic Light recently finished their 

2016 EXILE Tour.  

 

The Kansas City based band recorded The EXILE EP, in Nashville with producer Dohse.  “We could not have created 

something like this if we hadn’t gone to Nashville and worked with the team we did.  We immersed ourselves in the 

process, experimented with new sounds, and I think it comes through in the songs,” says guitarist Michael Pittman.   

 

Attic Light’s latest release, the homegrown dance single “Hot in Kansas City,” is out now!  So, whether it’s the 

stimulating fusion of rock and dance or their infectious live energy, brace yourself for the Attic Light frenzy.  

 
“Nothing compares to the earnest, organic energy that good old rock n' roll generates...Attic Light stands as a testament to that 

age old value.” Andrew Gaug –St Joe Live 
 

“[The EXILE EP has] four very catchy songs that you will find stuck in your head for days, even weeks, on end…You can listen to 

the EP over and over for days and notice new details every time…This is a solid second offering from Attic Light that should suc-

ceed both with the band's growing fanbase and radio programmers alike” –Charles Walton, The Examiner  

 

“Attic Light somehow mixes familiarity with originality creating a song you know you have never heard, but already love…The 

energy they bring to the stage is not only contagious, but a vigorous, true to the meaning of rock and roll, performance.” Mara 

Wilson –The Reader (Omaha)  

 

Past Tour Highlights 

The Underpass – Dallas, TX 

Bourbon Theatre - Lincoln, NE 

The Fur Shop - Tulsa, OK  

Music Room – Oklahoma City, OK 

Outland - Springfield, MO 

Gabe’s - Iowa City, IA  

Elbo Room - Chicago, IL  

Triple Rock - Minneapolis, MN  

Lyric Room - Green Bay, WI  

The Plus - Eau Claire, WI  

O’Leaver’s - Omaha, NE 

Vaudeville Mews - Des Moines, IA 

Kirby’s Beerstore – Wichita, KS 

Café Acoustic - St. Joseph, MO 

Cicero’s – St. Louis, MO  

SantaCaliGon – Independence, MO 

Additional Links 

atticlightmusic.com 

facebook.com/atticlightmusic 

twitter.com/atticlightmusic 

youtube.com/c/atticlight 

instagram.com/atticlightmusic 

soundcloud.com/atticlight 

 

 

 
Listen to “Hot in Kansas City” here! 
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